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Les Terrasses de Lyon 

"Renaissance Flavor"

The building of Les Terrasses de Lyon was once home to a convent,

although the food here is anything but stuffy and square. With that said,

diners love the divine cuisine and have an almost religious following of

Chef Davy Tissot's culinary creations consisting of French nouvelle dishes

that incorporate only the freshest seasonal produce. Feast on scrumptious

dishes that bring out the best elements of French cuisine and complement

it with a succinct glass of wine. The ambiance is chic yet comfortable and

sets the mood perfectly for a relaxed meal.

 +33 4 7256 5656  www.villaflorentine.com/fr

/restaurant.html

 florentine@relaischateaux.

com

 25 Montée Saint Barthélemy,

Lyon

 by Casey Lee on Unsplash   

La Maison Villemanzy 

"Traditional Restaurant"

The Maison Villemanzy restaurant is situated on the slope of the Croix-

Rousse and offers a unique view of the city. Warning: you absolutely must

book to be able to enjoy such a wonderful panorama. This former

bourgeois house has managed to keep all of its style. On the food side,

one of the particularly popular dishes is Poultry Livers in Red Pepper

Sauce or Cauliflower Crème Froide with l'oeuf du vigneron.

 +33 4 7298 2121  www.maison-

villemanzy.com/

 maisonvillemanzy@yahoo.f

r

 25 Montée St-Sébastien,

Lyon

 by tookapic   

Restaurant Têtedoie 

"Award-Winning Cuisine"

With a world-renowned chef and cuisine that has Lyon's most prestigious

and powerful people filling the tables, Christian Têtedoie is a great place

to find yourself if you like to be in the thick of the foodie crowd. The

outdoor terrace boasts one of the most spectacular views in Lyon and the

service is impeccable. Come here to taste flavorful dishes including

entrees of foie gras or escargot while overlooking a spectacular scene.

The outdoor seating is highly coveted so recommendations are highly

recommended.

 +33 4 7829 4010  tetedoie.com/restaurant-

gastronomique/

 restaurant@tetedoie.com  4 Rue Professeur-Pierre-

Marion, Lyon
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